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the Missing Ones.With the availability of cheap ways to develop and test blockchain prototypes in
smart contract development kits (SDKs), the exploration of blockchain has, since the spring of 2017,
been moving from the fringes of the cryptographic community to mainstream technological
development. One of the critical elements in the process of blockchain development has been the
need to think through each step of the process for each feature of the technology. After all,
blockchain uses a public distributed ledger (DLT) to record transactions and record ownership,
among other use cases. Where does the private/public dichotomy set up? How does a user perform
actions? Does each action have a tag/attachment? Do users pay one another? How do users get
paid? How do exchanges get paid? How do miners get paid? What is the legal framework for it all? As
one example, the developers at btct.com built a beta version of their blockchain-based platform
titled “Blockchain Artificial Intelligence.” Using their API, users can build their own blockchain
testnets, where they can create and manage smart contracts. Such a testnet can mimic the main
network and allow users to test various features of the blockchain. The btct.com team has built
blockchain platforms for specific use cases: breathing: detecting possible hospital infection
scenarios; voting: dealing with elections, political positions and outcomes; and dental pain: a dental
pain app that records dental pain incidents in a real-time, verifiable and immutable database, with
built-in scoring algorithms that provide a rating based on severity. While reading a white paper on
btct.com, it’s obvious that the developers have built it with an intent to have an early version launch
soon. To this end, the btct.com team decided to emphasize simplicity and minimal complexity in the
release so that it can be done in a matter of days, not months and years of development. The
introduction of a blockchain has given birth to a new system of using code as an immutable record of
actions. In this case, the btct.com team
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